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Abstract3

We describe a flexible and broadly applicable energy refinement method, “nebterpo-4

lation,” for identifying and characterizing the reaction events in a molecular dynamics5

(MD) simulation. The new method is applicable to ab initio simulations with hun-6

dreds of atoms containing complex and multi-molecular reaction events. A key aspect7

of nebterpolation is smoothing of the reactive MD trajectory in internal coordinates8

to initiate the search for the reaction path on the potential energy surface. We apply9

nebterpolation to analyze the reaction events in an ab initio nanoreactor simulation10

that discovers new molecules and mechanisms, including a C-C coupling pathway for11

glycolaldehyde synthesis. We find that the new method, which incorporates informa-12

tion from the MD trajectory that connects reactants with products, produces a dra-13

matically distinct set of minimum energy paths compared to existing approaches that14

start from information for the reaction endpoints alone. The energy refinement method15
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described here represents a key component of an emerging simulation paradigm where16

molecular dynamics simulations are applied to discover the possible reaction mecha-17

nisms.18

1 Introduction19

Chemical reactions occur when atoms move through space and rearrange their chemical20

bonds, and the study of thermodynamics (i.e. reaction energies) and kinetics (reaction21

rates) of elementary reactions is at the heart of experimental and theoretical chemistry. The22

essential features of many reactions can be understood by studying the adiabatic potential23

energy surface (PES) of the electronic ground state, a parametric function of the atomic24

positions in the high-dimensional configuration space in which the reactant, product, and25

transition state (TS) structures are stationary points. The transition state is the highest26

energy point on the minimum energy path (MEP) connecting reactants and products, char-27

acterized by having exactly one negative eigenvalue in the Hessian matrix. The TS and28

MEP provide a starting point for understanding the reaction rate of elementary reactions29

using rate theories such as transition state theory.1,2 Numerical methods such as transition30

path sampling3 and transition-path theory4 can incorporate the influence of the thermody-31

namic ensemble, dynamical effects,5 and nuclear quantum effects on the reaction rate. In32

many mechanistic problems of interest, the reactants and product structures may be known33

from experiment, but the transient intermediates are relatively difficult to detect and the34

transition state (TS) structures can only be found by supporting experimental data with the-35

oretical calculations.6,7 This sets the stage for theory and simulation to find and characterize36

the intermediates and transition states.37

The search for TS structures is an important challenge in theoretical and computational38

chemistry that has motivated the development of diverse theoretical methods. The first39

practical calculations of polyatomic TS structures by Komornicki and coworkers8,9 were40

carried out by first using constrained energy minimizations along manually chosen reaction41
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coordinates to locate an initial guess structure, then minimizing the Euclidean norm of the42

gradient to locate the TS. However, the gradient is zero at any stationary point on the PES43

and not just the desired TS, which makes the final answer highly dependent on the initial44

guess. This difficult problem has motivated the development of methods for generating45

accurate initial guesses as well as improved optimization algorithms for locating the TS.46

The procedure for generating an initial guess from known reactant and product struc-47

tures often begins by constructing a reaction pathway that connects reactant and product48

(the endpoints) using purely geometric methods such as the linear synchronous transit10 or49

related interpolation methods.11–13 Following this, the pathway is iteratively optimized using50

information from the PES,14 either by minimizing an energy functional of the pathway as in51

the nudged elastic band method,15,16 or by minimizing the normal component of the force52

along equally spaced structures as in the string method.17,18 The growing string,18–22 freez-53

ing string,23 searching string24 and quadratic-PES25 are methods that build and optimize54

the reaction pathway simultaneously, leading to improved efficiency. We shall refer to these55

methods collectively as reaction path-finding methods that provide a sequence of structures56

connecting reactant and product along an approximate MEP as well as an initial guess for57

the TS structure. The TS guess can then be used to initiate a numerical search for the58

stationary point, using transition state optimization methods such as partitioned rational59

function optimization,26–29 the dimer method30,31 and other types of minimum mode follow-60

ing algorithms.32–35 The computational efficiency may be further improved by using internal61

coordinate systems.36–38 Once the TS structure is found, the intrinsic reaction coordinate62

(IRC) method enables the calculation of the MEP by following the energy downhill (forward63

and backward) along the mass-weighted steepest descent direction.39–43 This is useful to64

verify that the resultant TS indeed connects the reactant and product structures.65

Generally speaking, reactivity may be characterized by multiple elementary steps where66

the intermediates are not known a priori, requiring a broader exploration of the configuration67

space to find new minima on the PES and the pathways connecting them. Global optimiza-68
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tion methods for systematically finding low-energy configurations and the pathways between69

them include the basin-hopping method by Wales and coworkers,44,45 the scaled hypersphere70

search / global reaction route mapping method by Maeda, Ohno and coworkers,46–49 and71

the recent minima hopping method.50 Reaction discovery may be aided by chemical knowl-72

edge by applying heuristic rules (e.g. bond breaking) to generate the intermediates51,52 or73

by introducing forces to press reactant and product together.53,54 Reaction events can also74

be observed in ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations, but a major challenge is75

the simulation time required to escape from deep free energy minima.55 The frequency of76

reaction events can be greatly accelerated by applying bias potentials that push the sys-77

tem away from the free energy minima along a collective variable,56–60 which assumes some78

knowledge of the reaction coordinate or collective variable along which to apply the biasing79

potential. Reactivity is similarly enhanced when studying extremely high-temperature61,62
80

or high-pressure regimes63,64 because that shifts the chemical equilibrium towards products81

with higher entropy or lower volume, respectively.82

We recently introduced the ab initio nanoreactor, a special type of AIMD simulation83

focused on exploring and discovering new reaction pathways.65 The nanoreactor is a high-84

temperature AIMD simulation with many reactant molecules in which reactivity is accel-85

erated by several means: (a) accelerating the electronic structure calculation on graphics86

processing units,66,67 (b) employing an approximate level of electronic structure theory, and87

(c) a virtual piston which pushes molecules toward the center of the simulation, greatly in-88

creasing the frequency of collisions and barrier crossings. The nanoreactor MD simulation89

trajectory contains a great number of reaction events that lead from the starting reactants90

to new and unexpected intermediates and products. This motivates a detailed study of the91

reaction events to assess their mechanistic relevance for different experimental conditions,92

including but not limited to high temperature and pressure regimes. Intuitively, a reaction93

event in the trajectory is a promising initial guess to search for an underlying minimum94

energy path; however, this calculation is highly challenging because the trajectory usually95
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contains myriad high-frequency and large-amplitude motions that are either orthogonal to96

the reaction mechanism or involve repeated crossing of the activation barrier. In order to97

address these challenges, we developed an energy refinement method to calculate minimum98

energy paths from the nanoreactor MD trajectory. This method, which we call “nebter-99

polation,” recognizes and extracts reaction events from the simulation trajectory, applies a100

new internal-coordinate smoothing algorithm to remove high-frequency motions, then ap-101

plies established reaction path-finding methods and transition state optimizations to afford102

the transition state and minimum energy path. In this paper, we describe the development103

of the energy refinement method and its application to several novel examples as well as a104

large data set of reaction events from a nanoreactor MD simulation.105

We start by defining and describing the various types of pathways in the stages of energy106

refinement, starting from the reaction event as observed in the nanoreactor, and progress-107

ing through the initial pathway with energy-minimized endpoints, the smoothed pathway108

generated by internal-coordinate smoothing, and the final pathway (also the IRC or MEP)109

from locating the transition state and reconnecting it with the endpoints (Figure 2). Next,110

we present some interesting representative examples of reactions from the nanoreactor, in-111

cluding a C-C coupling pathway yielding glycolaldehyde (Figure 3) and some examples of112

multiple pathways connecting the same reactant and product (Figures 5 and 6). Finally,113

we investigate the effect of including information from the MD trajectory to find the TS by114

comparing the outcomes of a path-based approach that uses the smoothed pathway to initial-115

ize the string method,18 and an endpoint-only approach that uses the freezing string method116

to build the pathway from just the endpoints.23 We find that both approaches are able to117

find transition states for a substantial fraction of reactions but with limited overlap, which118

indicates that using the pathway to supply the initial guess can provide distinct mechanistic119

information compared to starting from only the endpoints.120
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2 Methods121

2.1 Identifying reaction events122

The input to our analysis procedure is an ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) trajectory,123

consisting of a discrete time series of atomic coordinates separated in time by a fixed sampling124

interval (our coordinates are saved every time step, or 0.5 fs). In principle, any reactive MD125

method could be used to generate these trajectories, such as reactive force fields68 or tight-126

binding density functional theory69 (DFTB). The starting structure in the simulation consists127

of many different molecules with more than 100 total atoms. The trajectory contains many128

individual reaction events, but we start with no information describing when the reactions129

occur or which atoms participate. We shall assume in the following that the MD trajectory130

contains individual reaction events involving a small subset of atoms and taking place in a131

small time interval; thus, the first task is to identify and extract these reaction events from132

the simulation to characterize them in greater detail.133

We represent molecules using a connectivity graph data structure where nodes represent134

atoms and edges represent covalent bonds. For each frame Qt in the MD simulation (where135

time is measured in units of the sampling interval), we construct a connectivity graph Gt by136

assigning bonds to pairs of atoms (i, j) separated by distance rij; t < 1.4(Ri + Rj), where137

Ri is the covalent radius70 of atom i and the factor of 1.4 helps to compensate for transient138

bond stretching during the MD simulation. The graphs describing individual molecules are139

obtained by separating the overall graph into its connected component subgraphs. The nodes140

and edges also contain attributes of the corresponding atoms and bonds (e.g. node attributes141

include the chemical element and the global index of the atom in the simulation.)142

Since we are interested in analyzing trajectories with a large number of reaction events,143

it is useful to define the following binary time series for each molecular graph m within the144
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overall simulation:145

Em
t =


1 if m ∈ Gt

0 otherwise

(1)

where the m ∈ G notation signifies that m is isomorphic to one of the connected component146

subgraphs of G. In the test for isomorphism, the nodes are labeled by the atom indices147

and edges are not labeled; thus, geometric isomers and stereoisomers are considered to148

be isomorphic and reaction events that preserve the atomic connectivity (e.g. cis-trans149

isomerization) are not detected. This is done for convenience in the present work and is not150

a fundamental limitation - it is also possible to further test graphs in order to distinguish151

between isomers. The existence of a molecule m in the simulation at time t is thus measured152

by the binary state of Em
t .153

In practice, the MD simulation contains large-amplitude molecular vibrations and col-154

lisions that briefly perturb the connectivity graphs without any reactivity taking place,155

manifesting as noise in Et (we have omitted the superscript m for brevity). We addressed156

this problem using a two-state hidden Markov model (HMM), in which our observed time157

series Et is modeled as a probabilistic function of a two-state Markov chain X. The Markov158

chain is a stochastic binary sequence of states Xt characterized by a transition probability159

T ≡ P (Xt|Xt−1) describing the frequency of transitions in the sequence.71 Although the160

states Xt are not directly observable, they generate the observed values of Et according to161

the output probability O ≡ P (Et|Xt) describing how often a given value of Xt produces a162

particular observation of Et. The HMM is thus parameterized by the transition probability,163

the output probability, and the initial probability P (X0). The end goal is to calculate the164

most likely sequence of states {V0, V1, ..., Vt} through the Markov chain, which contains a165

reduced amount of noise due to the parameterization of the HMM.166

We set the initial probabilities to a uniform distribution (i.e. P (X0 = 0) = P (X0 = 1) =167
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Figure 1: Using a two-state HMM to model the time series of the existence of a molecule. The
raw signal (black line) is calculated by building a connectivity graph of the atoms as a function of
time and testing for the subgraph corresponding to the molecule highlighted in yellow (CH(NH2) +

2 ,
center). High-amplitude vibrations in the MD trajectory introduce significant noise into the raw
signal, and the noise is removed by constructing a two-state HMM and estimating the most likely
sequence of hidden states (red line).
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0.5) and parameterized the transition probability as:168

T =

 0.999 0.001

0.001 0.999

 (2)

which indicates that Xt has a 0.001 probability of making a 0 → 1 or 1 → 0 transition in169

any frame. Choosing smaller values in the off-diagonal of T increases the strength of the170

noise filter and forces Xt to have fewer transitions. Here, the parameter is chosen so that171

the frequency of transitions is roughly consistent with the piston interval of 4000 frames in172

the nanoreactor simulation. We similarly parameterized the output probability as:173

O =

 0.6 0.4

0.4 0.6

 (3)

which signifies that Et has a 0.6 probability of being equal to Xt at any given time. Choosing174

larger values in the off-diagonal of O allows the Markov process to deviate more often from175

the observed signal and behave according to its intrinsic transition probability. The HMM176

provides the joint probability distribution over the observed and hidden variables as:177

P (X0:t, E1:t) = P (X0)
t∏
i=1

P (Xi|Xi − 1)P (Ei|Xi). (4)

where E1:t ≡ {E1, ..., Et} represents the inclusive sequence of observed values of E from178

the initial value to any time t. We apply the Viterbi algorithm to compute the most likely179

sequence of states over the Markov chain, namely:180

V0:T = max
X0,X1,...,XT

P (X0:T |E1:T ) (5)

where T is the length of the whole MD trajectory. As shown in Figure 1, V m
t accurately181

models the existence of molecule m at time t and removes the noise from the distance-based182
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measurement. The transitions of V m
t are effective indicators of reaction events involving the183

molecule m.184

A reaction event includes the complete set of all molecules that participate in rearranging185

their bonds. In order to extract a reaction event involving molecule m, we start at a 1→ 0186

transition of V m at tevent and trace its atoms am forward in time to tafter, where they have187

converted to one or more product molecules {n;V n
tafter

= 1}. If the molecular graphs {n}188

contain more atoms than am, it means that molecule m does not contain all of the product189

atoms, and multiple reactant molecules must have been involved. The set of atoms involved190

in the reaction is then expanded to an containing all atoms in {n}, and the reactant molecules191

are found by tracing the atoms an backward in time to tbefore, prior to the detected reaction192

event. This process is iterated back and forth until complete and consistent sets of reactant193

and product molecules are found.194

The resulting reaction event qt contains the coordinates for the reactant and product195

atoms over the time interval of the reaction (tbefore, tafter). qt is extracted from Qt for the196

subsequent refinement calculations, assuming that only the electrons of Am are directly in-197

volved in the reaction. The net charge and spin polarization are approximated by averaging198

the Mulliken charge and spin populations over the time interval, summing over the atoms,199

and rounding to the nearest integer. This is a good approximation for most of the organic200

reactions considered in this paper, and future work will extend this method to include elec-201

tron donors and acceptors that participate in the reaction without undergoing changes in202

their connectivity.203

Since qt contains far fewer atoms and frames than the whole trajectory Qt, we may carry204

out the refinement calculations at a higher level of electronic structure theory than was205

used to run the MD simulation. In this paper, the MD simulations were carried out using206

Hartree-Fock (both restricted and unrestricted) and the 3-21G basis set, while the refinement207

calculations were carried out using unrestricted B3LYP and the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set. Even208

higher level electronic structure methods could be employed if desired, but this suffices for209
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illustration of the method.210

2.2 Determining path endpoints211

Figure 2: Illustration of the reaction path refinement method. Top left : A molecular dynamics
trajectory (black curve) traverses the potential energy surface and passes through several energy
basins. After identifying this trajectory as a reaction event, evenly sampled points on the trajectory
are energy-minimized (red lines with arrows) in order to identify the distinct basins (chemical
species). Top right : The sequence of structures from the minimization are concatenated with
intervals of the molecular dynamics trajectory to form initial pathways connecting the energy
basins. Bottom left : The connecting segments are smoothed in internal coordinates to decrease
their total arc length and curvature. Bottom right : Reaction path-finding methods such as nudged
elastic band and the string method may be applied to find the transition state, followed by a
transition state optimization and intrinsic reaction coordinate calculation to obtain the final MEP.

The next step after identifying and extracting the reaction event is to search for energy-212

minimized structures which will serve as initial guesses to the endpoints of the minimum213
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energy path. This is done by initializing energy minimizations from evenly sampled time214

points in qt; we used a 10 frame sampling interval (5 fs simulation time), which is rather215

fine-grained and slightly shorter than an O-H classical vibrational period. Each energy216

minimization initialized from qt provides a sequence of structures that proceeds downhill217

on the potential energy surface in small steps (on the order of 0.3 Å) and ends at a local218

minimum. The set of configurations used to initiate the minimizations typically converge219

to a much smaller set of distinct local minima, allowing us to partition the time series into220

a small number of intervals - namely, (tabegin, t
a
end) for all frames that minimize to chemical221

species a. An individual reaction event may contain two or more intervals corresponding to222

reactants, products and intermediates, or only one interval if the minimizations all converge223

to a single chemical species; the latter may be due to differences in the level of theory between224

the MD and refinement calculations, the removal of noncovalent interactions when extracting225

the reactant and product atoms from their environment, or the absence of an energy barrier226

as is often the case for homolytic bond dissociation to two radicals. In this work, we will227

focus on reaction events that have at least two energy basins.228

Because two intervals are likely to be separated by a barrier crossing, we select the229

sequence of frames in between (taend, t
b
begin) and concatenate it with the two sequences of230

structures from their associated energy minimizations. This provides a closely spaced se-231

quence of structures connecting the chemically distinct energy basins (Figure 2, top right),232

which we call the initial pathway xab. The initial pathway contains closely spaced frames233

taken from MD simulations and energy minimizations, which may contain useful information234

for locating the TS.235

2.3 Internal coordinate smoothing236

The initial pathway is kinked at the concatenation points and contains high-frequency mo-237

tions from the MD simulation that render it unsuitable for direct initiation of a minimum238

energy path search. In this section, we describe a method for smoothing the coordinates239
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in redundant internal coordinates that preserves the energy-minimized endpoints and essen-240

tial features of the connecting pathway while removing kinks and high-frequency motions.241

The goal is to transform the initial pathway into a smoothed pathway that serves as a good242

initial guess for reaction path-finding methods. In principle, the Cartesian coordinates can243

be smoothed directly by simply taking a running average, but since the potential energy244

surface is highly nonlinear and anharmonic, a linear smoothing could generate unphysical245

structures with very high energies (e.g. a linear interpolation may result in unphysical struc-246

tures where atoms pass through each other.) This motivates the use of internal coordinates247

(e.g. interatomic distances, angles, and dihedrals) for the smoothing procedure.248

We employed a redundant internal coordinate system in the smoothing procedure, be-249

cause nonredundant internal coordinate systems are well-known to exhibit singularities in250

the Jacobian — especially when large changes in the Cartesian coordinates are involved.251

Our choice of redundant internal coordinates is the union of: (1) all pairwise interatomic252

distances, and (2) the interatomic distances, angles, and dihedral angles from the union of all253

bonds that occur in the initial pathway. Since this is an overdetermined coordinate system,254

the smoothed internal coordinates cannot be uniquely inverted to obtain a set of Cartesian255

coordinates. We thus define our inverse Cartesian coordinates in terms of a least-squares256

objective function, where the minimum solution is a set of Cartesian coordinates that closely257

corresponds to the smoothed internal coordinates in a least-squares sense.258

Our smoothing procedure follows these steps:259

1. Prior to smoothing, the structures along the initial pathway are linearly spaced along260

the total arc length measured using the RMS displacement between adjacent frames.261

The following procedure is applied to each frame in sequence:262

2. Calculate the redundant internal coordinates zi ≡ IC(xi) for each structure along the263

initial pathway.264

3. Calculate smoothed redundant internal coordinates for each structure z̃i by convolution265
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with windowing function: z̃i =
+∆∑
j=−∆

zi+jw(j), where the windowing function W (j) is266

defined on the interval (−∆,+∆) and normalized to one.267

4. Find the inverse Cartesian coordinates that minimize the least-squares error for each268

set of smoothed redundant internal coordinates: x̃i = min
x′

(IC(x′) − z̃i)
2, using xi as269

the initial guess.270

5. The sequence of inverse Cartesian coordinates is the smoothed pathway.271

We found that introducing a repulsive pseudo-energy term in the objective function was272

helpful for preventing close contacts between pairs of atoms during the minimization. With273

the repulsive term, the total function to be minimized takes the following form:274

χ2(x) =
∑
i,j∈N

|wr(rij(x)− r̃ij)|2 + wV Vij(rij(x))

+
∑

{i,j,k}∈angles

∣∣∣wθ(θijk(x)− θ̃ijk)
∣∣∣2 +

∑
{i,j,k,l}∈torsions

∣∣∣wφ(φijkl(x)− φ̃ijkl)
∣∣∣2 , (6)

where275

Vij(x) =

 Dij(1− e−aij(rij−r0ij))2 : x < r0
ij

0 : x ≥ r0
ij.

(7)

Here, rij(x)/θijk(x)/φijkl(x) are interatomic distances/angles/dihedrals (respectively) cal-276

culated from the trial coordinates x, and r̃ij/θ̃ijk/φ̃ijkl are the smoothed internal coordinates277

which are the target values in the minimization. Vij is the repulsive part of the Morse poten-278

tial which goes smoothly to zero at r0
ij, and the parameters Dij, aij and r0

ij are taken from279

standard tables of bond dissociation energies, bond lengths and vibrational force constants.280

The weights wr = 1.0 Å
−1

, wθ = (π
6
)−1, wφ = π−1 and wV = (0.01 kJ/mol)−1 are chosen such281

that all contributions to the objective function are the same order of magnitude in numerical282

tests.283
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The independent minimizations for each x̃i are nonlinear and the objective function284

depends on the smoothed internal coordinates z̃i; thus, it is possible to find adjacent pairs285

of inverse Cartesian coordinates (x̃i−1, x̃i) with large deviations, resulting in a undesirable286

discontinuity in the smoothed pathway. When this happens, we avoid discontinuities by287

introducing a restraint term into the minimization:288

χ2
i (x) = χ2

i (x) + w|x− x̃i−1|2, (8)

where χ2 is the objective function with the restraint, and w is the weight associated with

the restraint that biases the solution towards the previous frame. The minimizations are

carried out sequentially so that x̃i−1 is known when starting the search for x̃i. Starting with

a restraint term of zero, a discontinuity is detected using the following condition:

max abs(x̃i − x̃i−1)

max abs(xi+1 − xi)
> 2

, and the search for x̃i is restarted with a small weight factor w = 0.02. The weight w is289

increased by successive factors of 1.5 until the discontinuity is suppressed.290

Introducing the restraint term can lead to problematic behavior in a very small number of291

cases where the ending structure on the smoothed pathway is different from that of the initial292

pathway. When this happens, we recalculate a sequence of inverse Cartesian coordinates293

starting from the ending structure and going in reverse. The search is finished when a294

structure from the reversed pathway coincides with a structure on the forward pathway. We295

found that this method was robust in smoothing a diverse set of initial pathways where linear296

interpolation gives unphysical interatomic distances of less than 0.5 Å.297

The smoothed pathway consists of a set of Cartesian coordinates {x̃1, x̃i, ..., x̃n} which we298

use to initialize the minimum energy path search described in the next section. The code299

for carrying out the internal coordinate smoothing operation, nebterpolator, is open-source300

and freely available on the Web.301
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2.4 Searching for the minimum energy path302

The fourth and final step is to locate the minimum energy path (MEP). We employ standard303

methods, such as nudged elastic band (NEB) or the string method, using the smoothed304

pathway as an initial guess. These methods iteratively search for a discretized pathway that305

minimizes an energy functional of the path (in the case of NEB) or the component of the306

gradient perpendicular to the path (in the case of the string method). The output of path307

optimization is a discretized pathway that approximates the MEP and a transition state (TS)308

estimate corresponding to the highest energy structure along the pathway. The TS estimate309

is then used to initialize a TS geometry optimization, which searches for a critical point310

with exactly one imaginary mode, and the character of the TS is verified using a frequency311

calculation. Finally, the optimized TS geometry connects back to the reactant and product312

structures via the imaginary mode that leads downhill in both directions; a pair of intrinsic313

reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations provide the final pathway connecting the TS to the314

reactant and product energy basins.315

Our proposed approach uses the smoothed pathway to initiate the search for a minimum316

energy path; this contrasts with methods such as growing string and freezing string that317

proceed from knowledge of only the endpoints of the initial pathway. Since our approach318

provides the endpoints as well as the connecting pathway, we compared our pathway-based319

approach (using the smoothed pathway to initiate a string method search for the TS) with320

an endpoint-only approach (using the endpoints of the initial pathway to initiate a freezing321

string search for the TS). Our results compare the pathway-based approach and the endpoint-322

only approach to assess whether the connecting pathway provides additional information for323

locating the TS.324
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3 Computational Details325

The calculations in this paper fall into two categories. In the first category, the nanoreac-326

tor AIMD simulations generate trajectories with hundreds of atoms and a large number of327

reaction events; these simulations were carried out using the TeraChem quantum chemistry328

software package.67 In the second category, the refinement calculations include smaller-scale329

quantum chemistry calculations such as geometry optimizations, reaction path-finding and330

transition state searches carried out using the Q-Chem quantum chemistry software pack-331

age.72 In particular, the freezing string calculations in the endpoint-only approach were332

performed in a delocalized internal system with 21 nodes, 3 gradients per step, LST inter-333

polation and a quasi-Newton optimizer, following the suggested settings from the Q-Chem334

documentation. The refinement calculations also involve a large amount of geometric anal-335

ysis and manipulations, as well as automation for carrying out the calculations on more336

than a thousand reaction events. The automation was implemented in a Python module337

that communicates with Q-Chem and also includes nebterpolator. The parallel refinement338

calculations used the Work Queue distributed computing framework (Figure S2).339

Table 1: Summary information of nanoreactor simulations analyzed in this work. The pa-
rameters of the boundary potential are described in the main text. Also listed are the number
of reaction events found in each simulation and the corresponding number of final pathways;
each reaction event can lead to any number of final pathways.

Label
Length
(ps)

Method Basis Charge
t1 / t2
(ps)

r1 / r2
(Å)

k1 / k2
(kcal mol−1

Å−2 amu−1)

Reaction
Events

Final
Paths

1 59.69 RHF STO-3G 0 1.0 / 1.0 14.4 / 7.2 1.0 / 1.0 62 90
2 17.94 RHF STO-3G 0 2.0 / 0.5 14.4 / 7.2 1.0 / 1.0 29 19
3 15.24 RHF 3-21G 0 2.0 / 0.5 14.4 / 7.2 1.0 / 1.0 19 3
4 253.40 RHF STO-3G 0 1.5 / 0.5 14.0 / 8.0 1.0 / 0.5 47 22
5 45.94 UHF STO-3G -1 1.5 / 0.5 14.0 / 9.0 1.0 / 0.5 31 64
6 78.17 UHF STO-3G -1 3.5 / 0.5 14.0 / 9.0 1.0 / 0.5 35 7
7 436.16 RHF 3-21G 0 1.5 / 0.5 14.0 / 8.0 1.0 / 0.5 317 713
8 277.00 UHF 3-21G -1 1.5 / 0.5 14.0 / 9.0 1.0 / 0.5 127 47
9 37.11 UHF 3-21G 0 1.5 / 0.5 14.0 / 8.0 1.0 / 0.5 53 62
10 17.94 UHF STO-3G 0 1.5 / 0.5 14.0 / 8.0 1.0 / 0.5 8 14
11 155.29 RHF 3-21G 0 1.5 / 0.5 14.0 / 8.0 1.0 / 0.5 249 59
12 65.80 RHF 3-21G 0 1.5 / 0.5 14.0 / 9.0 1.0 / 0.5 43 17
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Table 1 provides the details of the nanoreactor simulations that are analyzed in this340

paper. The simulations used either the restricted or unrestricted Hartree-Fock (RHF/UHF)341

electronic wavefunction and small Gaussian basis sets (STO-3G or 3-21G) to calculate the342

Born-Oppenheimer potential energy surface. Four different initial configurations were used343

containing the same molecules: 14 H2O, 14 CH4, 14 NH3, 14 CO, 16 H2. The equations of344

motion were numerically integrated using Langevin dynamics with a time step of 0.5 fs, an345

equilibrium temperature of 2000 K (also the starting temperature), and a friction coefficient346

of 7 ps−1. A flat-bottom spherical potential was used to contain the molecules within a finite347

volume as U(r) = mk(r− r0)2θ(r− r0), where r0 is the sphere radius, k a force constant, m348

the atomic mass, and θ(r−r0) is the Heaviside step function. This potential is zero out to r0349

and quadratic for larger values of r. The parameters of U(r) are modulated as a rectangular350

pulse waveform; the parameters are held at r1, k1 for time t1, and then ”pulsed” to r2, k2 for351

time t2; importantly, the smaller value of r2 forces molecules with radial distance r > r2 to352

accelerate towards the center and collide at high velocities, which drives the reactivity. The353

spherical potential is proportional to the atomic mass to ensure equal inward accelerations354

of molecules that are outside of the sphere during these compression phases. A total of355

1020 reaction events were found in 1460 ps of aggregate simulation time; the single longest356

simulation ran for 436 ps and produced 317 reaction events.357

The energy refinement calculations used the B3LYP hybrid density functional and two358

Gaussian basis sets; the 6-31G(d) basis (here referred to as the small basis) was used in all359

calculations leading up to and including the transition state search. The 6-31+G(d,p) basis360

(here referred to as the large basis) was used to reoptimize the transition state from the361

small basis calculation and calculate the IRC leading from the transition state to the nearest362

energy minimum.363
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Figure 3: Demonstration of reaction pathway refinement applied to the glycolaldehyde example
reaction. Each panel indicates one stage of the refinement. The initial structure of the pathway
is shown in ball-and-stick representation (C, gray; O, red; H, white), and colored tracks indicate
the positions of selected atoms along the pathway (magenta, C; red, O; gold/green/blue, H). Three
frames taken from the start, midpoint, and end of the pathway are rendered at the bottom of
each panel. The path length is given by the cumulative sum of the RMS displacement between
frames. The inset shows the potential energy calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G** level along the
pathway. Top left : Frames containing reaction event selected from the nanoreactor MD simulation.
Top right : Initial pathway constructed by connecting structures from energy minimization and
molecular dynamics. Bottom left : Internal coordinate smoothing of the initial pathway. Bottom
right : Final minimum energy path, optimized using the smoothed pathway as an initial guess. The
reaction energy and activation energy are -24.4 kcal/mol and 30.1 kcal/mol.
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4 Results and Discussion364

4.1 Example reaction: Glycolaldehyde retrosynthesis365

In this section, we describe an example of the energy refinement procedure applied to a reac-366

tion event observed in the nanoreactor, where glycolaldehyde (HOCH2−CH−−O) and carbon367

dioxide (CO2) molecules collide to form carbon monoxide (CO), formaldehyde (H2C−−O) and368

formate ion (HCOO– ). Hydrazine (H4N2) participates in the collision and accepts a proton369

to form hydrazinium ion (H5N +
2 ). Since the reaction pathway is equally valid in either di-370

rection, we will treat glycolaldehyde as the product in the subsequent analysis because the371

discussion is more chemically intuitive. Thus, the (reversed) reaction event is given by:372

H5N +
2 +HCOO− + H2CO + CO

−−→ H4N2 + CO2 + HOCH2−CH−−O.

(9)

The reaction event is 340 frames (170 fs) in length, with 17 atoms and an overall formula373

of C3H8N2O4. The sum of the Mulliken charge populations over the atoms has a mean of374

0.117 over the frames and a standard deviation of 0.140, and the Mulliken spin populations375

were 0.0 throughout (the MD simulation used restricted HF). Based on this, we assigned376

neutral charge and singlet multiplicity for subsequent calculations on this pathway. Energy377

minimizations of the endpoints cause hydrazinium to transfer a proton to formate, so the378

reaction event after minimization is:379

H4N2+HCOOH + H2CO + CO

−−→ H4N2 + CO2 + HOCH2−CH−−O.

(10)

The endpoints of the initial pathway are sufficient to search for the transition state via380

the endpoint-only approach. The endpoint-only approach did not produce a viable reaction381

pathway or transition state estimate, as the highest energy along the path was > 10 a.u.382

higher than the energy of the reactants, and much higher than any frame along the dynamics383
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pathway (< 0.5 a.u. higher than the reactants). The high energies were due to close contacts384

along the freezing string pathway, as the closest approach between any pair of atoms was385

0.23 Å in the calculation output. It should be stressed that the freezing string calculations386

were carried out on thousands of reactions with the same settings as described in Section 3,387

indicating the success of the method for many other cases. Similarly, a linear interpolation388

of the Cartesian coordinates from the initial to the final structure resulted in a close contact389

of 0.17 Å (Figure S1). The complex motions of atoms in the reaction event indicate a high390

degree of difficulty in finding the reaction pathway using the endpoints alone.391

We next applied the path-based approach; internal-coordinate smoothing led to the path-392

way in Figure 3, bottom left. The smoothed pathway connects the reactant and product393

through a curved and much shorter pathway, with a total arc length of 3.0 Å(vs. 9.2 Å394

for the initial pathway.) The energies along the pathway are also lower, with a maximum395

energy of 92 kcal/mol (vs. 128 kcal/mol for the initial pathway.) The reduction in maximum396

energy is an encouraging result and shows that internal coordinate smoothing can generate a397

chemically reasonable connecting pathway without the oscillations and kinks from the initial398

pathway.399

The smoothed pathway was used to initiate a string method calculation, which provides400

a starting structure to the TS optimization. The IRC calculation starting from the TS is401

shown in Figure 3, bottom right, and provides the final pathway connecting the TS with402

its reactant and product basins. Examination of the final pathway reveals some interesting403

comparisons with the earlier stages of refinement. The endpoints of the final pathway are404

chemically identical to those of the initial / smoothed pathway, and the atomic indices of405

the transferred hydrogen atoms are the same, yet we observed two major differences:406

First, the smoothed pathway has a greater arc length than the MEP as it contains a407

tumbling motion of hydrazine and formic acid. This is likely due to the potential energy sur-408

faces of the reactant and product basins containing numerous local minima from nonbonding409

interactions that are well-separated in space but close in energy. In other words, the MEP410
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Figure 4: Plot of the potential energy along the smoothed pathway and final pathway from Figure
3, and a simple metric describing the degree of isolation of transferred hydrogen atoms, defined in
the main text. The coincidence of the curves in the high-energy region indicates that the highest
energies along the smoothed pathway may be due to the occurrence of isolated hydrogen atoms, a
kind of chemically unfavorable structure resulting from smoothing.

that connects the endpoints of the initial pathway actually crosses several small barriers411

corresponding to covalent and noncovalent rearrangements, and the IRC calculation only412

finds the two basins nearest the TS. In this example we successfully found the chemically413

relevant transition state; we address the frequency of success in Section 4.3.414

Second, the transition state energy of the final pathway is much lower at just 30 kcal/mol,415

compared to 92 kcal/mol for the smoothed pathway. We observed that the structures in the416

smoothed pathway contained H atoms that were distant from both the donor and acceptor417

site (i.e. rDH and rHA were both large), whereas in the final pathway the donor and acceptor418

approached each other prior to H-transfer such that rDH and rHA are never both large. Figure419

4 plots the energy on the smoothed and IRC pathways, along with a simple measure of the420

hydrogen atom isolation, given by the sum of min(rDH, rHA) for each of the three H atoms421

being transferred. The qualitative similarity between the hydrogen atom isolation and the422

potential in the high-energy regions indicates that the smoothing procedure may benefit423

from having even more chemical information, for example from a lower level of QM theory424

or a reactive force field. We leave this possibility open for future research.425
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4.2 Single reaction, multiple pathways426

The final pathway found by the refinement procedure is a local MEP in the space of all possi-427

ble pathways that connect two minima on the potential energy surface. Since the nanoreactor428

simulations often finds several reaction events with the same reactant and product molecules,429

it could discover several distinct pathways for the same reaction. In what follows, we discuss430

some reaction pathways that connect two minima separated by a single barrier where the431

pathways are qualitatively different.432

C N
H

H H

C N
H

H

H

C N
H H

H

C N
H H

H

C N
H H

H

∆E = 34.7
ETS = 92.3

∆E = 34.7
ETS = 85.2

ERM = 107.0

∆E = 30.9
ETS = 45.2

+ HOH

+ HNC

∆E = 31.7
ETS = 32.9

+  HOH

+  HNC

Figure 5: Several isomerizations of formaldimine to aminomethylene. Hydrogen atoms are colored
to indicate the pathway that is followed. ERM denotes the plateau energy of the roaming pathway
in which H dissociates before attaching to N. The first and second pathway differ by which hydrogen
migrates; in the top pathway the initial and final H positions are in a cis configuration, and has
a lower barrier than the trans configuration. In the bottom two pathways, a proton is exchanged
with H2O and HNC.

An interesting example is the isomerization of singlet formaldimine to aminomethylene:433

CH2−−NH −−→ CH−NH2, involving the migration of a single H atom with a calculated434
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reaction energy of 34.7 kcal/mol. This reaction has several distinct pathways (Figure 5), two435

of which involve migration of the H in the cis or the trans position with respect to its final436

position. The cis pathway has a barrier of 85.2 kcal/mol and H moves across in a linear437

path, whereas the trans pathway has a higher barrier of 92.3 kcal/mol and H crosses over438

the C=N bond in a highly curved path. A “roaming” pathway73,74 was also found where439

the H atom completely dissociates before reattaching; the highest energy is 107.0 kcal/mol440

above the reactants, and the energy along the pathway resembles a broad plateau rather441

than a well-defined transition state. The roaming pathway is perhaps better treated as two442

separate barrier-less reactions involving dissociation and association of H, and we relegate443

further discussions of such reactions to a future paper.444

Many reaction pathways are affected by the presence of water, ammonia or other proton-445

labile molecules that may participate as a bridge in proton / hydrogen atom transfer. In these446

cases, the pathway involving the participating proton bridge always has a lower barrier in our447

Urey-Miller nanoreactor data set. When water participates in formaldimine isomerization,448

the barrier is dramatically lower at 45.2 kcal/mol, and the reaction energy changes to 30.9449

kcal/mol due to noncovalent interactions. When hydrogen isocyanide (HNC) participates,450

the barrier decreases even further (32.9 kcal/mol) and is almost completely diminished as451

the reaction energy is 31.7 kcal/mol. By contrast, hydrogen cyanide (HCN) reacts in a very452

different way by adding to formaldimine to form H2N−CH2−N−−−C, which can then isomerize453

to form 2-aminoacetonitrile (H2N−CH2−C−−−N).454

In most of the cases we examined, multiple pathways connecting the same two endpoints455

differ by a proton or H-atom bridge. Examples involving differences in heavy atom behavior456

are less common; here we provide such an example of how heavy atoms may behave differently457

along a reaction pathway. The nucleophilic addition of carbonic acid to formaldimine leads458

to aminomethyl hydrogen carbonate:459

(HO)2C−−O + HN−−CH2 −−→ H2N−CH2−O−COOH, (11)
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Figure 6: Transition states for two different reaction pathways for the nucleophilic addition of
carbonic acid to formaldimine. The upper transition state has an energy that is more than 10
kcal/mol higher than the lower transition state. Differences in reaction energies are due to small
conformational differences in the reactant and product molecules. The highest occupied Kohn-
Sham orbital is rendered at an isosurface value of ±0.02. Key distance measurements are given in
Angstrom. Atoms are colored as C, gray; O, red; N, blue; H, white.
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in which a C−O bond is formed and one hydroxyl proton is transferred to the imine. Two460

qualitatively different pathways were found with chemically equivalent endpoints (Figure 6):461

a “lower” pathway with ∆E = −4.3 kcal/mol, Ea = 16.1 kcal/mol and an “upper” pathway462

with ∆E = −4.9 kcal/mol, Ea = 29.9 kcal/mol. In the lower pathway, the proton donor and463

the nucleophile are two different O atoms on carbonic acid, whereas in the upper pathway464

the same O-atom first transfers the proton then migrates over to make the C−O bond. The465

difference in barrier heights may be rationalized by looking at the highest occupied Kohn-466

Sham orbital of the transition states; the HOMO in the upper pathway has C−O bonding467

character, whereas the HOMO in the lower pathway also has O−H and N−H bonding char-468

acter. Thus, the transition state in the lower pathway avoids complete dissociation of the469

O−H bond until the C−O bond is formed.470

In the preceding reactions with multiple distinct pathways, the products at the end of the471

pathways are chemically identical but different in terms of the atomic indices; an example is472

the two isomerization pathways of formaldimine on the top of Figure 5, where two H atoms473

are swapped. It may be difficult to experimentally measure the relative participation of the474

pathways, but isotope labeling studies could offer a possible route towards distinguishing475

them. In any case, it is important to consider all of the pathways when deriving a rate476

expression for any elementary reaction.477

4.3 Statistical trends in method behavior478

We compared the performance and overall behavior of the pathway-based and endpoint-only479

approaches by performing calculations on a diverse set of systems. We investigated a set480

of 2652 initial pathways; the results are summarized in Figure 7, where the colored squares481

indicate the frequencies of the different possible outcomes in each approach. The blue square482

indicates the number of systems where both approaches found a final pathway containing a483

reaction, and the orange (resp. green) square counts the systems where only the path-based484

(resp. endpoint-based) approach produced a positive result. The bottom right quadrant485
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Figure 7: Overall outcome of energy refinement carried out on a data set of 3282 initial pathways
from the Urey-Miller nanoreactor simulation, using the path-based approach and the endpoint-only
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neither approach could find a final pathway containing a reaction, either because a transition state
could not be found or because the final pathway contained no reactions.
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counts the systems where both approaches produced negative results, either due to failing486

to find a transition state (gray square) or finding a final pathway with no reactivity (white487

square).488

Overall, 1604 calculations out of the total 2652 resulted in reactive final pathways, 810489

of which correctly led back to the reactant and product species of the initial pathway. 1048490

calculations produced negative results where no reactive final pathway was found. The491

number of transition states found using the automated procedures is encouraging given the492

high difficulty in locating transition states. We observed some interesting comparisons; the493

pathway-based approach was more often able to find a final pathway containing a reaction494

(1311 vs. 1123 for the endpoint-based method), but conversely the endpoint-based method495

was more likely to find a final pathway that matches the endpoints of the initial pathway496

(707 vs. 592 for the path-based method). Our hypothesis is that the path-based method497

sometimes provides an initial guess that crosses more than one barrier, indicating that more498

fine-grained division of the pathways may be possible. On the other hand, the endpoint-based499

method cuts the corners of the MD pathway by connecting the endpoints more directly, in-500

creasing the likelihood of finding a single barrier but also may fail when the energy landscape501

is more complex.502

The collection of final pathways contains some redundancies in the chemical space because503

many reactions are observed to happen more than once. Figure 8 is a histogram of distinct504

final pathways, binned by the mean arc length and number of atoms. There are 1157 distinct505

pathways in all, and the overlap of the two methods is quite small; only 334 distinct pathways506

are found by both methods, whereas the path-based (resp. endpoint-based) method alone507

could find 517 (resp. 306) of the pathways. Furthermore, the path-based method produces508

a greater number of pathways with long arc lengths (> 6 Å), and the relative success of509

endpoint-based methods increases with the number of atoms. The different distributions of510

pathways found by either method indicates that both are helpful when the goal is to broadly511

explore the chemical space.512
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Pathways Completed by Method

Figure 8: Statistics on distinct final pathways resulting from reaction events in the Urey-Miller
nanoreactor simulation. There are a total of 1157 final pathways in the data set with different
pairs of endpoints. Green (resp. orange) bars denote IRC pathways that were only found by the
endpoint-based method and not the path-based method (resp. vice versa), and blue bars denote
IRC pathways that were found by both methods.
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5 Conclusion513

In the past ten years, ab initio molecular dynamics and other kinds of reactive MD simu-514

lations have emerged as a promising approach for exploring chemical reactivity in complex515

systems with many reaction intermediates and elusive transition states. This work describes516

a systematic approach for connecting the reactive molecular dynamics simulation with au-517

tomated approaches for mapping individual reaction events in the MD simulation to zero-518

temperature minimum energy paths. The key components of the method are to recognize519

the reaction event, locate the energy minima corresponding to the reactant and product, and520

leverage the MD trajectory to construct a smoothed pathway used to initialize a reaction521

path-finding calculation. Our calculations indicate that including the trajectory informa-522

tion in a pathway-based approach leads to a greater number of distinct reaction pathways523

compared to using an endpoint-only approach using only reactant and product structures,524

indicating that the MD trajectory provides valuable information for finding transition states525

and reaction pathways in the chemical space.526

The method and calculations presented in this paper highlight many promising directions527

for future work. The application of more detailed electronic structure methods is certainly528

needed to verify and/or improve the quantitative accuracy of the results. Complete active529

space approaches75–78 are especially relevant when static correlation plays an important role530

in the reactants or the transition state, but the systematic selection of an active space531

for such a large number of reactions is a major challenge. Including solvent effects could532

qualitatively alter the PES and lead to new intermediates and pathways, but the heavy533

reliance on geometry optimization requires solvent models with a well-behaved potential534

energy surface; switching-Gaussian implicit solvent models or cluster-continuum models may535

provide a good first-order description.79–81 Hundreds of the initial pathways did not lead to536

a transition state or MEP containing a reaction; these could serve as a “challenge” data537

set for further improving reaction path-finding or TS optimization methods. More rigorous538

techniques for extracting the reaction events from the MD simulation could be helpful for539
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identifying nearby molecules in the simulation that have nontrivial effects on the pathway.540

Notably, the majority of trajectories used in this paper used restricted HF because we541

could attain much longer simulation lengths compared to unrestricted HF (UHF). This is542

mostly due to the relative ease of converging the self-consistent field in RHF, which decreases543

the computational cost of each time step. The choice of wavefunction affects the reactions544

discovered; the UHF simulations contained more reaction events involving homolytic bond545

cleavage and radical species, whereas the RHF simulations were more heterolytic in nature.546

This is presumably due to the inability of RHF to describe the open-shell electronic state547

for homolytic bond breaking reactions and overestimating the dissociation energy. Although548

RHF prevents some reactions from happening, we did not observe a significant decrease in549

overall reactivity; rather, this seemed to bias the simulation toward finding reactions that550

did not involve radical or open-shell species, such as nucleophilic attack and proton transfer.551

These results motivate future studies that investigate how the choices of electronic wavefunc-552

tion, basis set, and/or DFT approximation could be used to shift the distribution of reaction553

events for refinement, toward achieving our objective of discovering and characterizing the554

broad landscape of reactions in complex experimental conditions.555
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